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ABSTRACT ARTICLE INFO

A data-intensive computing platform, encountered in
some grid and cloud computing applications, includes
numerous tasks that process, transfer or analysis large
data files. In such environments, there are large and
geographically distributed users that need these huge
data. Data management is one of the main challenges
of distributed computing environment since data plays
on devoted role. Dynamic data replication techniques
have been widely applied to improve data access and
availability. In order to introduce an appropriate data
replication algorithm, there are four important problems
that must be solved. 1) Which file should be replicated;
2) How many suitable new replicas should be stored;
3) Where the new replicas should be placed; 4) Which
replica should be deleted to make room for new copies.
In this paper, we focus particularly on replica replace-
ment issue which makes a significant difference in the
efficiency of replication algorithm. We survey
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1 Abstract continued

replica replacement approaches (from 2004 to 2018) that are developed for both grid and
cloud environments. The presented review illustrates the replica replacement problem
from a technological and it differs significantly from previous reviews in terms of com-
prehensiveness and integrated discussion. In this paper, we present different parameters
involved in replacement process and show the key points of the recent algorithms with a
tabular representation of all those factors. We also report open issues and new challenges
in the area.

2 Introduction

2.1 Distributed Systems

The way we do computing are changed due to rapid growth of the Internet and the
availability of powerful computers. In recent decades, distributed computing plays a
main role to solve a large scale problem. The classification of distributed computing is
presented in Fig. [1]. The trend of systems is toward the use of Peer-to-Peer, utility,
cluster, and jungle computing [10].

Figure 1: Distributed computing classification.

In a Peer-to-Peer system, every node performs as both a client and a server and presents
part of the system resources. Figure [2] indicates that Peer-to-Peer system is self-organizing
with distributed management.
Cluster computing is a type of computing that connects several nodes through fast local
area networks. Performance and fault tolerance are two main reasons for providing a
cluster instead of a single computer [24]. Figure [3] indicates the architecture of cluster
computing.
Utility computing provides computing resources and infrastructure for users as needed,
and consumers pay service providers according to their usage. The utility computing is
generally the grid and the cloud computing that are the recent hot topic of researches.
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Figure 2: Peer-to-Peer system.

Figure 3: Cluster computing.

Grid computing refers to cooperation of multiple clusters that are loosely coupled and are
geographically distributed [3]. Figure 4 shows an overview of grid environment.

Figure 4: Grid computing.

Cloud computing is not a completely new concept. It is developed based on the grid
computing paradigm, and other computing approaches like utility computing and cluster
computing [25]. Figure 5 shows an overview of cloud environment. Jungle computing
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refers to concurrent use of heterogeneous and distributed computing such as clusters, grids,
clouds, independent computers, and more [10]. Figure 6 shows the jungle computing.
Cluster computing, grid computing and cloud computing are similar in some aspects,

Figure 5: Cloud computing. Figure 6: Jungle computing.

while there are some differences among these three technologies that shown in Table 1,
[24].

Table 1: Comparison among cluster computing, grid computing and cloud computing.
Cluster Computing Grid Computing Cloud Computing

Tightly coupled Loosely coupled Dynamic computing
Centralized management Distributed management Self-service
The components of system
perform similar to a single
system

Every component is au-
tonomous

Every component performs
as an independent entity

More than two systems are
connected to do a project

A large problem is divided
among several systems to
solve it

Generally, small applications
run at the same time.

Single ownership Multiple ownership Single/ Multiple ownership
Centralized user manage-
ment

Decentralized user manage-
ment

Centralized user manage-
ment/ third party

Centralized resource man-
agement

Distributed resource man-
agement

Centralized/distributed re-
source management

Limited failure management Limited failure management Strong failure management

In this work, we focus on cloud and grid computing and so these environment have been
described in detail. Figure 7 indicates the architecture of grid computing and cloud com-
puting. Fabric layer contains different resources such as storage, network, and processors.
Connectivity layer provides necessary security and communications. Collective layer in
grid coordinating various resources. Application layer includes applications of user which
execute in virtual organization environments [21].

Cloud providers present three fundamental models as follows [12].
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Figure 7: Architectures of cloud and grid computing.

• IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service): Cloud providers provide various infrastructures
for processing, storing, and networking such as virtual servers and storages. There-
fore, users don’t need to handle these facilities except setting of some components
such as host firewalls.

• PaaS (Platform as a Service): Cloud providers present a development environment
based on the requirement of users. Therefore, users don’t need to install necessary
software and worry about updating and purchasing the required software such as
database.

• SaaS (Software as a Service): Cloud provider presents different types of applications
and software for users. Therefore, user can pay some amount to the providers and
use these software and applications with interfaces such as web browsers.

Generally cloud infrastructures are classified into four categories according to their scope
of usage and methods of deployment [26].

• Private cloud: It refers to the he clouds that infrastructures are operated exclusively
for an organization and hence gives high security compared to the other types of
clouds. Three main features of private clouds are: (i) high security; (ii) Dedicated
resources; and (iii) better customization.

• Public cloud: In public cloud, multiple users can use the cloud resources and services
on the common environment. Some benefits of public cloud are: (i) high scalability;
(ii) Easy and flexible setup; (iii) Pay-Per-Use.

• Hybrid Cloud: Combination of various private or/and public cloud providers presents
a private cloud. Therefore, an organization can run their sensitive applications in
private environment and other normal applications are placed in public cloud.
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• Community Cloud: It provides exclusive use for the organizations that have common
objectives and security requirements. Therefore, establishing cost of community
cloud is lower than personal private cloud.

In Fig. 8, we can see five fundamental characteristics of cloud environment as rapid
elasticity, measured services, on-demand self-service, resource pooling, and board network
access.

Figure 8: Cloud computing structure.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first review focusing on replica replacement
algorithms for grid and cloud environments. The rest of the review is structured as follows.
We start in section 3 by a brief description of the data replication. In section 4, we survey
the replica replacement techniques. In addition, we use a tabular representation of all
reviewed algorithms based on several main features to facilitate the comparison. Finally,
section 5 presents the open research issues of replica replacement.

3 Data Replication

Nowadays, many scientific and applications like High Energy Physics process huge volume
of data [15]. In this environment, effective data management is one important challenges.
One common solution to effectively solve this issue is to rely on the data replication
technique. Data replication can improve response time, throughput, and data availability
with storing multiple replicas. Data replication is a hot topic for researchers in the
distributed systems such as grid and cloud computing [16,20]. There are four important
questions in data replication as follows.

• Which file should be replicated to satisfy users and service provider?
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• How many new replicas should be stored to make balance between performance and
resource usage?

• Where new replica should be placed to improve network latency and response time?

• Which replicas should be deleted to provide enough space for storing new replica?

Table 2: Data replication surveyed contributions.
Reference Year Environment Main goal
Amjad et al. [2] 2012 Grid Present a general discussion on data

replication strategies for grid based on
the nature.

Kingsy Grace et al. [11] 2014 Grid Compare replica placement and selec-
tion techniques.

Tos et al. [32] 2015 Grid Study the impact of grid architecture
on the performance of data replication.

Hamrouni et al. [7] 2016 Grid Investigate data miningbased replica
selection methods.

Malik et al. [33] 2015 Cloud Discuss data replication techniques that
tackle the resource usage and QoS pro-
visioning.

Mansouri et al. [17] 2017 Grid Provide a comparison of replication al-
gorithms based on the attributes are as-
sumed.

Generally, data replication is classified into two types. Static replication algorithm stores
static number of replicas in predefined locations until users delete them. While dynamic
replication approach adapts with the change in access pattern of users and status of
system during replication process [17,18]. There are several review articles about data
replication as listed in Table 2. The novelty of the work we present here, in relation to
other surveys, is to focus on a study on replica replacement approaches for both data grid
and cloud commuting environments.

4 Replica Replacement Algorithms

The last decade, many replica replacement algorithms have been proposed for grid and
cloud environment. Tables 3-6 summarizes the reviewed replacement techniques. Teng et
al. [30] combined prediction parameter and replacement cost parameters in the proposed
replacement strategy. The proposed strategy predicts the popularity of replica based on
the concept of content similarity to store hot spot replicas and hence mean job time is
reduced. In addition, it considers cost parameters like bandwidth of network and replica
size. Simulation results indicated that the combined replacement algorithm could provide
an appropriate balance between job execution time and resource usage. Zhao et al. [36]
introduced replica replacement strategy that assigns a weight to replicas according to the
number of accesses in the future, the access bandwidth and the file size. The proposed
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algorithm uses a Zipf-like distribution for predicting file popularity in next time interval.
In addition, it considers bandwidth as main factor in replacement process since too much
bandwidth usage may block the network. Therefore, the proposed strategy calculates the
weight of each replica based on Eq. (1).

w(f) = N(f, t, T )× S(f)

B(f)
(1)

Where N(f, t, T ) indicates the prediction of number of accesses for file f based on Zipf
distribution. S(f) is size of file and B(f) shows the mean of bandwidth of all the replicas
in system. If the weight of new replica is higher than the replica in the local storage,
that replica will be removed and the new replica will be stored into the local site. If
enough storage is not available yet, the replacement process will continue. Experiment
results demonstrated that the proposed strategy could perform better than Least Recently
Used (LRU) and Least Frequency Used (LFU). Liu et al. [13] proposed a replacement

Table 3: Comparison of replica replacement algorithms.
Reference Teng et al. [30] Zhao et al. [36] Liu et al. [13] Jiang et al. [8]
Year 2005 2008 2011 2010
Environment Grid Grid Grid Gird
Parameters Number of re-

quests for file in
future, size of file,
bandwidth

Number of ac-
cesses in future,
mean bandwidth,
size of file

Number of ac-
cesses

Number of ac-
cesses

Main idea Combine predic-
tion and cost fac-
tors

Predict file pop-
ularity with Zipf
law

Consider Inter-
reference Recency
(IRR)

Use Apriori ap-
proach

Simulator used OptorSim OptorSim OptorSim OptorSim
Evaluation
metrics

Storage usage,
mean job time

Effective network
usage, mean job
time

Effective network
usage, mean job
time

Effective network
usage, mean job
time, number of
remote file access

Compared with LRU, LFU LRU, LFU LRU, LFU, MFU,
MRU

LFU

method to improve the performance of data access in grid environment. The proposed
strategy stores track of the history information of each replica by Inter-reference Recency
(IRR). The number of other replicas accessed between last and penultimate (second-to-
last) references of a replica is defined as Inter-reference of a replica. But the number of
other replicas accessed from last reference to the current time is referred to the Recency.
The authors indicated that if the IRR of a replica is large, the IRR of that replica in
the near future is to be large again. Therefore, the proposed strategy selects replica with
the largest IRR for deletion since that replica has a low probability of access in next
time. The experiment proved that the proposed replacement strategy has much better
performance compared with LRU, LFU, Most Frequently Used (MFU) and Most Recently
Used (MRU) methods in most cases, particularly for sequential access pattern.
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Jiang et al. [8] designed a novel replica replacement strategy based on the Apriori approach
for grid environment. The proposed method studies the associated access behaviors of
each data intensive job. It considers the accessed files as items in grid environment. It
defines the following rules for replacement process.

• When the frequency of set of files is lower than the minimum support then all files
in that set should be deleted.

• It replaces itemset that has the least frequency with high priority one.

• If some itemsets have the same frequency then itemset with the smallest size will
be selected for replacement.

• The data file that has the lowest value of confidence will be removed in that itemset.

Simulation results indicated that the proposed strategy could reduce number of remote
file accesses.

Table 4: Comparison of replica replacement algorithms.
Reference Teng et al. [27] SudalaiMuthu et

al. [28]
Abawajy [1] Park et al. [9]

Year 2012 2017 2004 2006
Environment Grid Grid Grid Grid
Parameters Data-access

frequency, free
space

Binomial, LFU,
LRU

Size of file, fetch-
ing cost

Size of file, la-
tency, bandwidth

Main idea Determine files Use Binomial pre-
diction

Calculate cost of
fetching

Consider
sized-based
replacement-k

0 future value 0 0 0
Simulator used OptorSim OptorSim Discrete event

simulation
OptorSim

Evaluation
metrics

Storage usage,
mean job time,
effective network
usage

Hit ratio, mean
job time, effective
network usage,
computational
element usage

Hit ratio, byte hit
ratio

Hit ratio, byte hit
ratio

Compared with LRU, LFU Binomial, LFU,
LRU

EBR LRU, Random

Soosai et al. [27] proposed a new replacement method named the Least Value Replacement
(LVR). LVR strategy uses the following function for predicting the number of times a file
will be accessed in the next n requests according to the past m requests of the history [4].
The compared experiment results demonstrated that LVR strategy could execute jobs in
lower time compared with LRU and LFU methods.
SudalaiMuthu et al. [28] presented a hybrid predictive replacement strategy that considers
LRU, LFU, and Binomial method [22] to determine the value of replica. The proposed
strategy applies the binary vector for Binomial, LFU, LRU to determine the future request
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of the replica. Therefore, it assigns one of number range from 1 to 7 to each replica. For
example, if replica r is chosen to be removed based on the only binomial prediction, then
the vector is (1, 0, 0) and so the value of replica r is 4. If replica r is chosen to be removed
based on only LFU, then the vector is (0, 1, 0) and so the value of replica r is 2. If it is
determined by LRU and LFU then (0, 1, 1) gives 3. The low value of a replica means that
it has low preference to replace.
Abawajy [1] proposed replica replacement algorithm based on locality, size and cost of
files to achieve the best performance possible of grid environment. The proposed strategy
keeps size of each file and the cost for fetching each file from remote site. The fetching
cost is determined based on Eq. (2).

Cost(f, v, u) = Tprocess(v) + Latency +
size(f)

bandwidth(v, u)
(2)

Where Tprocess indicates the processing time, Latency shows the latency for transferring
file f , size(f) is size of file, and bandwidth(v, u) shows the bandwidth between node v
and node u. The proposed algorithm considers local information to find the file that
has size equals to or greater than the new replica to be replaced. In other words, it
doesn’t remove small files that are least recently used and hence it saves many misses.
The results of experiments indicated that the proposed algorithm substantially increases
hit ratio compared to the economic-based cache replacement (EBR) strategy [6].
Park et al. [9] introduced a new replacement strategy, called SRB-k (size-based replacement-
k). The proposed strategy does not use additional resources such as stacks. It replaces
replicas without forecasting future requests, it chooses only a minimum number of files
to be replaced in the future. If size of new replica is s then SRB-k strategy finds a file
in the local site that its size is r. If there is a file with size s then the file is deleted for
providing enough space for new replica. Otherwise, SRB-k strategy applies the replica
replacement method considering the k value, which is proportional to the size of the new
replica. For instance, if the size of new replica is 1000MB and k is 0.1 (or 10%), then
the size of k is 100MB. In other words, 10% of the size of the new replica. If there is no
file of that size in the local site and k is 0.1. Then q is obtained by summing the size of
new replica and k value. So in this example q equals to 1100MB. p is set of files in local
site that their size larger than r and smaller than q. Now, SRB-k strategy deletes a file
from p set for replacing based on LRU. The results of simulation demonstrated that the
proposed algorithm outperforms than LRU and Random when the storage size was large.
Vijayakumar et al. [34] presented a replica replacement for cloud environment based
on fuzzy inference system. The designed fuzzy system has three inputs as number of
access for replica, cost of replication, last time of replica access. It is obvious that the
replica with high number of access and high cost is not suitable for replacement. So fuzzy
system assigns a value to each replica and the replica with the lowest value is candidate
for deletion. According to the results of performance evaluation, the proposed algorithm
provides better fault tolerance than HDFS [37].
SudalaiMuthu et al. [29] proposed a log based predictive replacement strategy for grid
environment. The proposed algorithm determines the value of replica based on the number
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Table 5: Comparison of replica replacement algorithms.
Reference Vijayakumar et

al. [29]
SudalaiMuthu et
al. [31]

Tian et al. [32] Bsoul et al. [33]

Year 2015 2015 2007 2011
Environment Cloud Grid Grid Grid
Parameters Number of access

for replica, cost
of replication, last
time of replica ac-
cess

Number of access
for replica, the
last time access,
replica size

Popularity, net-
work bandwidth

Number of access
for replica, the
last time access,
replica size

Main idea Design fuzzy sys-
tem

Use Log-based
predictive

Consider network
usage

Compare impor-
tance of impor-
tance of group
with new replica

Simulator used Matlab OptorSim Real environment Java
Evaluation
metrics

Number of replica Mean job exe-
cution time, hit
rate, effective
network usage,
computational
element usage

Mean job ex-
ecution time,
mean bandwidth
consumption

Total response
time, Total
bandwidth con-
sumption

Compared with HDFS LFU, LRU, Bino-
mial

LRU, LFU LRU, LFU

of accesses, the last time access, and replica size. Since the number of access in previous
time gives an indication of future requests in the system. In addition, the file size has a
main role on network bandwidth and storage usage and hence file size is considered as
well. Simulation results demonstrated that the log based predictive replacement strategy
performs better about 30% than Binomial based replica replacement algorithm in mean
job execution time.
Tian et al. [31] presented a two-step replica replacement method to enhance performance
of data grid. In the first step, the proposed strategy calculates the value of replica based on
the popularity. In the second step, it tries to minimize cost of replacement by predicting
the network bandwidth periodically. The authors defined value of replica similar to the
popularity in various virtual organizations (VO). A virtual organization considers some
sharing rules among a set of individuals. The proposed strategy determines the popularity
of file in grid based on the number of requests in a fixed time interval. Then, it replaces
the low value replicas with higher value replicas. Experimental results indicated that the
two-step replica replacement method could reduce average bandwidth consumption.
Bsoul et al. [5] introduced a combined replica replacement strategy to enhance data
availability in grid. The proposed replication algorithm is an improved version of Fast
Spread method. Fast Spread algorithm places a new replica at each site along its path to
the requester site. If the storage of site is not enough for new replica, then it deletes a group
of files. Fast Spread replication algorithm does not compare importance of new replica and
importance of that group of files for replacement process. While the proposed algorithm
deletes that group only if the importance of that group is lower than the importance of
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the new replica. It calculates the value of group based on Eq. (3).

GV =

n∑
i=1

NORi

n∑
i=1

Sizei

+

n∑
i=1

NORFSTI i

FSTI
+

1

CuT −
n∑

i=1
LT i

n

(3)

Where n indicates number of files in the group and Sizei shows the size of file i in the
group. NORi and FSTI show the number of accesses of file i and the frequency specific
time slide, respectively. CuT and LT i indicate the current time and the last request time
of file i, respectively. The simulation results presented that the improved Fast Spread
algorithm outperforms than Fast Spread with LRU and Fast Spread with LFU.

Table 6: Comparison of replica replacement algorithms.
Reference Sun et al. [35] Sashi et al. [23] Mehraban et al.

[19]
Madi et al. [14]

Year 2012 2013 2013 2011
Environment Cloud Grid Grid Grid
Parameters System availabil-

ity, time of access,
failure probabil-
ity, replica size

Number of access
for replica, replica
size, bandwidth

Popularity, net-
work bandwidth,
size of replica

Number of access
for replica, time
of access

Main idea Consider failure
probability

Assume a region
based network

Apply Half-life
concept

Use exponential
growth/decay
concept

Simulator used CloudSim OptorSim OptorSim OptorSim
Evaluation
metrics

System byte ef-
fective rate, re-
sponse time, suc-
cessful execution
rate

Mean job execu-
tion time, stor-
age usage, effec-
tive network us-
age, number of
replication

Mean job execu-
tion time, stor-
age usage, effec-
tive network us-
age, number of
replication

Mean job execu-
tion time, hit ra-
tio, effective net-
work usage

Compared with - LFU LRU, LFU LRU, LFU

Sun et al. [35] proposed a new replication algorithm to improve data availability in
cloud environment. The proposed strategy presents a mathematical model to describe
the relationship between the number of replicas, system availability, time of access and
failure probability of file. It determines the popularity of files based on the history of access
and then if the popularity of a file exceeds from a dynamic threshold then replication is
triggered. If the storage of selected node is not enough for new replica then it sorts all
files in descending order by Replica Factor (RF ) and removes the file with the lowest RF .
RF is obtained based on Eq. (4).

RF i =
PopF i

NRi × SF i

(4)

Where PopF i indicates the popularity of file i that is determined according to the access
frequency on time factor. NRi indicates number of replicas for file i and SF i shows size
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of file i. Simulation results proved that the proposed strategy improves task successful
execution rate.
Sashi et al. [23] presented a replica replacement algorithm for a region based network.
The proposed algorithm predicts the popularity of the file and also takes into account the
size of the replica with its bandwidth cost. Popularity of file is defined as access frequency.
The cost of replica is obtained as Eq. (5).

Cost(f) = AccFrequency(f)× Size(f)

Bandwidth(f)
(5)

Where Bandwidth(f) is given by Eq. (6).

Bandwidth(f) =

n∑
i=1

Bi

n
(6)

Where n is number of replicas for file f . Finally, the proposed strategy deletes replicas
that have low popularity and cost. Results of simulation indicated that the proposed
strategy improves the network usage and job execution time.
Mehraban et al. [19] introduced a replica replacement algorithm that automatically de-
termines which replica to be removed whenever the storage space of the grid node is full.
The presented algorithm enhances the property of the temporal locality by considering
frequency of file access, priority file, age, free storage space to find the victim file. It uses
the Half-life concept to calculate the popularity of file. Therefore, popularity is obtained
as Eq. (7).

AF (f) =

NT∑
t=1

(acctf × 2−(NT−t)) (7)

Where NT indicates the number of time intervals that are passed and acctf is the number
of accesses for the file f in time interval t. In addition the proposed strategy computes
transfer cost based on the size of replica and bandwidth. Now priority replica is deter-
mined as Eq. (8).

Priority(f) = α× AF (f) + β × Transfer Cost (8)

Where α and β are coefficients of the formulas. The proposed strategy deletes replica
that has the lowest priority in replacement process. Results of experimental indicated
that the proposed replacement algorithm reduces execution time since it deletes victim
replicas that have less valuable in the future.
Madi et al. [14] proposed a replica replacement strategy to provide a better grid perfor-
mance. The proposed strategy assigns a value to each replica based on the exponential
growth/decay concept. Value of file can be given as Eq. (9).

File V alue = N t
f × (1 + r) (9)
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Where N t
f indicates the number of access for file f at time t and r is obtained as Eq. (10).

r = (
N t+1

f

N t
f

)− 1 (10)

Where N t+1
f indicates the number of access for file f at time t+1. The proposed algorithm

deletes less valuable file to provide sufficient space for storing new replica. Simulation
results demonstrated that the proposed strategy could increase hit ratio in grid system.

5 Conclusion

Nowadays, numerous data replication algorithms have been presented to enhance avail-
ability of distributed systems. A lot of researches indicate that replication method gen-
erally needs to focus on the replica replacement problem. Replica replacement is crucial
to the performance of data intensive tasks in cloud and grid. In this paper, we illustrate
an in-depth analysis of the main existing replica replacement methods. Some future re-
search issues are summarized as follows. From this review, it can be observed that the
number of the proposed replica replacement algorithms is limited compared with that of
all works done in replication area and so there is still a lot of ideas to be considered for
this problem. Most articles target grid environment, while few target cloud computing.
So, in general, few researchers have deeply investigated the benefits of clouds for replica
replacement and data intensive scientific applications. Most of the replacement strate-
gies perform according to the single data file prospective, so they pay no attention to
the association relationships among files in system. Hence data mining technique can be
useful for finding most related files. Another original future direction that we find is to
use a meta-heuristic technique to consider several objectives such as failure probability,
load balancing, energy consumption and etc. From an experimental point of view, most
of replication algorithms are evaluated using simulators and only one work was evaluated
on a real distributed environment. Therefore, it is necessary to test methods in a real
environment. Moreover, it has been seen that most of replacement algorithms compare
their results with some basic strategies such as LRU and LFU. Therefore, extensive ex-
periments are still needed for assessing their evaluation results. In other words, it seems
there are shortcomings concerning aspects like evaluation of strategy, size of experiment,
and comparison. According to the findings of a literature review from 2004 to 2018, it can
be seen that most of the replacement methods do not investigate the impact of various
considered factors such as the history length and predefined threshold on obtained results.
So, it would be very interesting to study impacts on the obtained results. Furthermore,
since the designing replica replacement strategy depends on several parameters so fuzzy
inference system can be a good solution. However, it is not suitable to define the fuzzy
system with a flat set of rules because the number of rules increases exponentially with the
number of parameters. Consequently, rule hierarchy approach is better for this context.
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